


Frew & Co Artisan Rolled Ice Cream produces the freshest and tastiest ice 
cream you will ever experience.

The ice cream is made fresh right in front of the guest on a -30° cold plate. 
We add any kind of fresh ingredients, chop it together and roll it up, creating 
beautifully tasty ice cream.

Discovered in Thailand by the founder Andy, he saw the opportunity to 
bring ice cream rolls and their endless flavour combinations to the UK. Why 
just have ice cream, when you can also have a captivating show too?

We cater to every occasion such as weddings and corporate events, and 
turn them into a fun, theatrical food display which gets both children and 
adults very excited

Andy
Founder



THE PROCESS
The guest chooses what 
flavour ice cream they’d 
like. Ingredients go on to 
the cold plate along with a 
rich Jersey ice cream mix.

The magic begins!
The ingredients start to 
freeze as they’re chopped 
and mixed together.

The combination is spread 
onto the plate, ready for 
the best bit…
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Right before their eyes 
the ice cream rolls are 
curled into shape
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THE PROCESS
They’re served and ready 
to be devoured

Guests get to add even 
more lavish toppings to 
complete their treat at our 
Topping Station



All booked events include 
unlimited ice cream, our 
famous ‘Topping Station’ 
and use of the deckchairs 
and parasols for the agreed 
serving time.

We have two options for the 
way the ice cream is served. 
We can either serve full 8oz 
portions for each guest, 
or you can choose our 
more popular ‘Taster’ size 
portions.

A full 8oz portion is plenty 
for a guest and each takes 
about 3 minutes to create. 

For a large number of 
guests, extra Ice Pans will 
be required to serve all with 
a full portion.

With ‘Taster’ portions, 
each guest is served with 
a smaller tub at a time. We 
can serve about 4 guests in 
3 minutes on each pan. It’s 
our most popular option, 
perfect when other dessert 
options, finger food or a 
buffet is available.

Remember, it’s unlimited ice 
cream so guests can come 
back as many times as they 
want!

The ‘Taster’ portions option 
is the more affordable 
option, but still provides 
amazing entertainment and 
fantastic tasting ice cream 
for all your guests. It’s our 
most popular choice and 
means there is less waiting 
for guests.



The choice of flavours are truly endless. 
Fancy yourself as an ice cream aficionado? We’ll help you 
to create your very own bespoke flavour to make the 
event truly unique

Here are some of our favourites:
• Oreo & Nutella • Eton mess • Strawberry Cheesecake 
(we use a real slice of cake!) • Ferrero Rocher & Nutella

As we can use any ingredients, it didn’t 
take long for us to develop a list of adult 
only Alcohol-infused flavours
• Gin, Elderflower & Raspberry • Bailey’s & Ferrero Rocher 
• Amaretto & Cherry Bakewell Tart

For a full list of flavours, simply request a menu

We recommend choosing 3 or 4 flavours for your event.
Vegan ice cream rolls is an option. We also have Kosher, 
Gluten-free and Halal options too.



• A travel charge of £0.50 per mile
each way will be applied to cover
travel to events from the London
postcode of SE5.

• There is a surcharge for menus with
alcohol/vegan options of £50 per
Ice Pan. There may be a charge for
Kosher or other premium products.

• 20% non-refundable deposit
required to reserve booking.

• Full balance to be paid by 30 days
prior to event.
• A fully rated 13amp plug is required
   to run the Ice Pan.

Unless explicitly agreed otherwise, 
it is the responsibility of the client 
to arrange a suitable working 
environment for the ice cream stand 
and staff. This can include, but not 
be limited to, electricity, shelter, 
hand washing facilities, parking (plus 
charges is applicable) and appropriate 
access and space for the equipment.

Prices start from £800 for 3 hours of unlimited ice cream.
The Topping Station, deckchairs and parasols are included 
in the price.

When requesting a quote, please provide the 

following:

Date of event:
Type of event (wedding, birthday, 
corporate etc):
Venue:
Outdoor or Indoor:
Number of guests:
Desired serving time in hours:
Alcohol Option: Yes, No or quotes for both?
Full sized or Taster sized portions:
Any other relevant information:

We can cater to events of any size and style 
from fashion launches to birthday parties and 
beautiful weddings



For more pictures, videos and 
messages from our fans, visit 

our social media pages

hello@frewandco.com www.frewandco.com07763 735088

facebook.com/frewandco

twitter.com/frewandco

instagram.com/frewandco

‘We hired Frew and Co for our wedding at the 
Hilton, Paddington and it was by far the most 
popular thing of the evening. Thank you for 
being a part of it!’
Mohammed A.. 

Perfect For Weddings! Andy made our day 
go with a boom and we can’t thank him 
enough! Worked brilliantly with the venue 
and the designs of the machines and setup 
were perfect - Thanks again!
Dave H. 

Amazing rolled 
ice cream from 

frewandco  

@FrewAndCo by 
far the best ice 
cream ever 

it was beautiful 

Some of the best ice 
cream I’ve tasted from @

frewandco at
@ideal_home_show 

last month, really cool 
concept

Delightful day 
@Countryfilelive, 

highlight 
@FrewAndCo in the 

sun  

I had the most delicious 
Bailey’s Ferrero Rocher 

and Nutella ice cream by
@FrewAndCo at @yelp ice 

cream festival! 

Amelia K.

Juelz K.Catertherm Miss B.

Sophie K.


